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Most of the biology around oil content happens in trichomes

(image from https://www.marijuanaventure.com/tag/ted/)



Cannabis genomics has been badly neglected for a long time...

...but the floodgates are now officially open



Building a Deep Transcriptome

● rnaSEQ data from 17 cultivars, multiple 
tissue types, heavy on the trichomes.

● 3.5 billion QC filtered reads mapped to 
the Jamaican Lion assembly.

● Reference-guided assembly with 
Stringtie yielded 70,009 transcripts 
across 36,626 genes.

● That means there’s a boatload of splice 
variation going on in this genome.



The transcriptome can be used both for gene discovery and to 
assess gene expression.

Build a trichome transcriptome by filtering for trichome 
expression 10-fold higher than vegetative.

This yields 8735 transcripts across 6686 genes.

4936 (across 3962 genes) have zero vegetative expression.

This set is being used to examine the gene families (and gene 
networks) underlying oil profile variation.



The entire cannabinoid 
pathway is cool and relevant
(but it’s a lot more complex than it 

looks)



Cannabinoid synthases and the berberine bridge enzyme family

Trichome,flower development, plus root and leaf libraries
rnaSEQ data: Braich, et al. Scientific reports 9.1 (2019)



The cannabinoid synthase enzymes are part of a large gene 
family called the berberine bridge enzymes.  

We don’t know what any of these enzymes do in Cannabis, 
outside a few of the cannabinoid synthases, but several of 
these enzymes are very strongly expressed in trichomes, 
suggesting that they contribute to the chemical complexity of 
Cannabis oil.

cannabichromene scoulerine berberine



Getting to olivetolic acid

There are five close variants of 
this enzyme, but which ones are 
expressed in trichomes depends 

on which cultivar you look at. rnaSEQ data: Zager,, et al.  Plant physiology 180.4 (2019)



2 non-identical 
copies

5 closely 
related genes

Large, 
diverse 
family



Top transcription factors in trichomes across nine cultivars
(with name of top blast hit, but these are all basically unknowns)

No two strains have the same regulatory environment in their 
trichomes Crystal struture:  Aggarwal, et al.  The Plant Cell 22.4 (2010): 1174-118

rnaSEQ data: Zager,, et al.  Plant physiology 180.4 (2019)



These are the key regulators 
of gene expression in 
Cannabis trichomes.

….and no two of these 
cultivars have the same set.

That means that the gene 
regulatory network in 
Cannabis trichomes is as 
variable as this crazy 
genome itself.

Subset varying at least tenfold



Conclusions

● Most enzymes in the cannabinoid pathway have very similar 
relatives in the genome --- many of which are strongly 
transcribed.

● There’s a whole lot going on here that we don’t know anything 
about, and a lot of it is relevant to things we care about.

● The regulatory network in Cannabis trichomes changes 
dramatically from cultivar to cultivar, and presumably from 
environment to environment.

● And all of this is important for people studying this plant.


